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With an ode to two years: one just past, and the other
here so fast, HQ is excited to say goodbye to 2018
and hello to 2019! This month, we have lined up for
your reading pleasure the best of the best! Take a
look at this years TOP 30 products…and remember, 

if you’d like to see your product(s) on the list next year, submit your
requests to communications@headquest.com for consideration!

    Next, and finally, HQ is stoked to be rolling out the much anticipated
Market Zone! It’s finally happening people! This coming January,
(that’s right boys and girls)…next month, HQ is launching a digital
marketplace where vendors may showcase, market, and sell their
products to registered buyers! Don’t wait…you can pre-register now 
by emailing your request to  communications@headquest.com. And
for all of you wholesalers and distributors out there…the first 15 to
complete their company profiles will receive FREE advertising in HQ.
Call our offices today for details at 505-275-6049.

    HQ is taking the industry by storm…don’t miss out! See you all in
the new year!
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Greenlane

Pages: IFC-1,12,28,37,57,66-67,107,OBC

Since 2005, Greenlane has worked 
diligently to build a reputation as the

industry leader by meeting the needs of
our customers, suppliers, and the 

end-users of the products we represent.
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Attend a smoke shop industry trade
show and you'll be inundated with
products sporting likenesses of
popular characters from Rick &

Morty and the Simpsons to Spiderman
and Superman. Make an inquiry about
whether such items are officially licensed
and there's a good chance that's where
the conversation will end. This is unless
you’re talking with Famous Brandz.

    Through their relationship with major
media partners, Famous Brandz focusses
on branding smoking accessories with
iconic characters and celebrities like
Cheech & Chong: Up In Smoke, Trailer
Park Boys, Jay and Silent Bob, Snoop
Dogg, and most recently, Guns N' Roses.

    “Smoke shops have been around for a
long time, but it's only recently that they’ve
begun the work of bringing in brands that
you would find in a mainstream retail
store in your community,” says Director of
Sales, Andy Palalas. 

    In reality, you probably won’t find most
the brands repped by Famous Brandz at
the corner market. The ones they like to
work with are those with a connection to
the cannabis community. 

    “They’re automatically appealing to the
consumers that are visiting the shops,”
says President & Chief Executive Officer
Raj Grover. “(Cannabis consumers) can
relate to somebody like Snoop, and the
work that he's doing and designs he's
coming up with, better than, let's say, The
Avengers, which would be way off topic.”

    Don't expect Famous Brandz to simply
slap different logos onto the same pipes,
grinders, rolling trays and attachments.
Their in-house designers work closely with
their licensors to develop unique, one-of-a-
kind branding from the style of product to
its distinctive packaging. Rather than
going all-out crazy, each line consists of a
handful of different items, not only to put
a focus on quality, but also to allow retail-
ers to stock full lines without massive
upfront investments.

continued on page 58
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Asthe creative force behind mul-
tiple ground-breaking docu-
mentaries, Bell has solidified
his place in culture as a disrup-
tive force for truth as well as a

fearless ‘David’ character willing to take
on the Goliaths of the world without so
much as a blink. In 2008, he made his
debut with Bigger, Stronger, Faster, a criti-
cally acclaimed feature that delved into
the dangerous and complicated world of
performance-enhancing drugs. Then, in
2013, he shined the spotlight on over-
bearing parents with his heart-wrenching
follow-up documentary, Trophy Kids.
Finally, in 2015, he took off the gloves
and went after Big Pharma with
Prescription Thugs, a searing exposé that
revealed the troubling connection
between the drug industry and the opioid
crisis. Now, in 2018, he’s back with
arguably the most important film in his
repertoire thus far, called A Leaf of Faith.
Now available on Netflix, this latest
release in Bell’s steady-stream of para-
digm shifters is a compelling and insight-
ful look at the facts and controversy sur-
rounding kratom, the industry’s current
biggest liability and second-favorite
herbal remedy. 

    Fair warning to the pre-existing con-
verts of the leaf: wear a jacket and keep
tissues handy. Side-effects of the film may
include hearty chills and relief-filled tears.
Don’t worry; it’s natural—just like the
plant. After years of being forced to sit by
powerlessly while the establishment
media waged a smear campaign against
the Southeast Asian miracle herb, you’d
be hard-pressed to stifle the emotions as
the overwhelming feeling of vindication
washes over you. 

    In many ways, A Leaf of Faith could be
viewed as a sequel to Prescription Thugs.
The latter effectively shined the light on
the explosive opioid epidemic, while the

former provides a solution. But while Bell
comes right out of the gate acknowledg-
ing his belief in the safety and efficacy of
kratom, the film still manages to remain
even-handed. The filmmaker exercises an
uncanny ability to balance his advocacy
with objectivity, employing a rational, fact-
based approach to the subject in which
no stone is left un-turned and no claim,
positive or negative, escapes scrutiny. In
his quest for truth over hearsay, Bell digs
deep and analyzes every argument and
angle. For testimonials, he presents a
wealth of personal anecdotes from all
walks of life; an 89-year-old woman, a vet-
eran with PTSD, a comedian, even Bell’s
own father and brother. For insight, he
consults with verified experts—doctors,
researchers and pharmacists who have
studied the plant extensively, a few nega-
tive, but most of them positive. For
accountability, he brings in the importers
and manufacturers, including Kelly Dunn
from Urban Ice and Dave Darien from
Lucky Kratom. For balance, he engages
the plant’s most vocal detractors, includ-
ing skeptical doctors, grandstanding
politicians, and a woman whose son was
found to have kratom in his system after
he tragically took his own life. Bell keenly
and adeptly navigates the myriad of facts,
opinions and anecdotes to sew together a
narrative that is both forceful and inspir-
ing, but most importantly, credible.  

    On an activist front, this is by far, the
most important movie made in 2018. A
documentary from a respectable filmmak-
er whose work is so widely regarded just
as much for its commitment to truth as its
production value is what this movement
has sorely missed from the beginning—
and the fact that it’s available on the most
popular medium of our time only makes it
more exciting. Watch the film, but don’t
stop there. Recommend it. Share it.
Spread the word and let’s keep this amaz-
ing herb safe and legal. v
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Behind the Scenes continued

“We've been in this industry a long time so we understand
what moves in this world. We look to find not just the newest
hottest trending products, but also the staples, and bring unique
approaches to branding those with our licenses,” Palalas says.

    Take Snoop’s exclusive glass collection - SNOOP POUNDS.
Famous Brandz worked directly with the Doggfather to develop the
product design. “He's very much in tune with the production sched-
ules and when new things are coming online,” Palalas says. And, of
course, he helped promote the products as well. So did Jason
Mewes and Kevin Smith, aka Jay and Silent Bob, who showed up for
an autograph session at CHAMPS. 

    Handblown glass pipes are the cornerstone for Famous Brandz.
The bubblers, hand pipes and water pipes are made from premium
Schott boro glass tubing from Germany and hand selected colors
from North American suppliers. The pieces are made overseas, but
before you go off on a rant about quality, take note that Famous
Brandz sent five of the best glassblowers from Canada and the US
to train the artists who are crafting the pieces. 

    "The quality control that we get out of this whole process is above
and beyond industry standards,” states Grover. 

    That goes for packaging too. There are no plain Jane boxes.
Famous Brandz products come in distinctive eye-catching packaging
that even includes UPCs for inventory tracking. 

    “What we do best is we allow retailers to merchandise our prod-
ucts with in-store marketing materials, leveraging brands that peo-
ple know and love, in literally the best packaging this industry has to
offer,” Palalas says. “They're the same high-quality level of consumer
packaging that you see at major mainstream retailers like Walmart.”

continued on page 73
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Lewis Wilson is a man of
many talents. He’s pro-
duced a series of glass
arts instructional videos
(sold through ABR

Imagery), demonstrated lamp
working in Japan (for which he
learned to speak the native lan-
guage), promoted the world’s
largest hot glass competition, and
is a founding member of the
International Society of Glass
Beadmakers, and a mem-
ber of the Glass Art
Society. Did we mention
he’s also a fire-eating-
juggler-knife-thrower
and black belt in
Shotokan karate?

    Lewis was born in Roswell, New
Mexico in 1949 and started work-
ing glass in 1972. He was a medic
during the Vietnam war, stationed
at Cocoa Beach, Florida. During
the slow hours of the night he
taught himself about glass
through an old scientific glass
blowing book he found in the Air
Force base library. The medical
lab was his studio and a Bunsen
burner his torch. There he made
intricately woven animal figurines
from 4 mm Pyrex stirring rods. 

continued on page 85
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Ok, boys and girls; time to put your grown-up pants on. We’re going
to be discussing sex today and we don’t need any snickering from
the back. Let’s be adults about this. 

    Honestly, that call to maturity was just as much for me as it was for
the readers; probably more so. Yes, I still find myself stifling a
Quagmire-esque “Giggity!” on a regular basis. No, I’m not proud of that.

    Luckily, Jackie and Rocco are used to it. They have to be; they’re the
co-managers at Staten Island’s NiteCap Megastore, one of the largest
adult novelty and smoke shops in the Northeast, or as Rocco calls it,
the “Costco for adults.” They handle my awkward stumbles with
patience and poise, unphased by my sophomoric shortcomings. For
them, this isn’t something that has to be whispered in the shadows or
laughed off to avoid embarrassment. It’s just what they do. 

continued on page 80
    “People are like, 'Oh, you must get a lot of weirdos in here,'” Jackie 











One of the most important elements that Famous Brandz brings to the
smoke shop and cannabis industry is much needed legitimacy. Not only
with brand representation, but also with a professional approach towards
utilizing copyrighted material.

    As Grover points out, copyright infringement can have a backlash, 
particularly for companies like Famous Brandz who are putting their 
time and resources into creating and promoting products utilizing the 
correct processes and agreements. Knock-offs also pose a danger to
unsuspecting retailers --- there have been stores that have been raided
for selling products in violation. 

    “The law is pretty clear,” Grover says. “When something becomes for
the purpose of sale, whether it's a glass pipe, a poster or a T-shirt, if
you're selling a product that has a (copyrighted image) on it, even if you've
gone ahead and represented it in your own artistic fashion, if you're not
paying royalties then you're infringing on the copyright.”

    “We love the artists that started this industry and are continuing to rock
and roll with it,” he continues. “The reality is though that this is no longer
a cottage industry — this industry legitimizes itself more every day and
we're not just going to be able to fly under the radar. Part of the responsi-
bility of becoming a legitimate business in the eyes of the government and
mainstream society is that we also have to play by the rules.”

    When consumers are spending their hard-earned cash on a product,
they want the assurance that it's the real deal. One of the reasons
Famous Brandz has made an immediate impact in the smoke shop
world, is that not only have they brought in the hottest names from enter-
tainment and music, but they've also positioned their products at
extremely affordable price points. The majority of Famous Brandz water
pipes, for instance, have a suggested retail price of $80 to $120. They’ve
even introduced a budget line called Famous X that retains the focus on
quality and includes Cheech & Chong and Trailer Park Boys branding.

    “We work on extremely tight margins because we're a young company
and we want to get our brands into the consumer's hands,” Palalas
points out. “We don't want to send the wrong signal, that because of the
licenses, our products are more expensive.

    "We measure success by bringing the right product to market at the
right price."

    “We absolutely love this industry — the people we work with are so
easy going and we all have a common energy,” Grover adds. “The brands
we work with all want to have fun in the same way that we do — every 
single one is excited to be part of the cannabis community."  v

Famous Brandz
famousbrandz.com • 1.888.908.FAME (3263)
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Behind the Scenes continued
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    “People are like, 'Oh, you must get a lot of weirdos in here,'” Jackie says. “We can honestly respond, 'WE are the weirdos. It's us you have
to worry about.” It’s not a confession. It’s a proud profession, embedded in the knowledge that she’s not alone—that there is a ‘freak’ in all
of us that could use some attention.

    “Everybody here has their own kink,” Rocco adds, “they have their own vices that they own and maintain. We had a little old man who
brought us home grown peppers as a gift. He did that because he appreciated the knowledge we provided him. It meant so much to me.”

    Sadly, the taboos still create the occasional hurdle for the smoke shop side, which Rocco manages.

    “There were companies that wouldn't do business with us because we sold rubber dicks,” he recalls. “It’s just like, ‘Why not? We could fit
four of our competitors into one section of our store.’” Yes, it’s really that big. Fortunately, the vendors have begun to see the light. “Now,
they're calling and they're begging,” he adds. So, size does matter? Giggity.

    The smoke shop isn’t just an afterthought tacked onto a thriving sex emporium. It’s colossus all on its own, stocked to the brim with every
gadget, gizmo and glass piece a discerning customer could want, from headdies priced up to $5,000 all the way down to a one-dollar pack
of papers. Their vape section alone could fill up the average store. 

continued on page 88











Lewis’s first real lessons in glass blowing came under the
tutelage of Alfonso and Tomas Arribas who had reportedly
caught the attention of Walt Disney when the brothers repre-
sented Spain at the 1964–65 New York World’s Fair. Lewis
talked them into an apprenticeship at the Crystal Arts on Main
Street, U.S.A at Disneyworld where he made thousands of crabs,
teapots and birdbaths for the tourists. Mexican glass blower
Miguil Bonilla, who also worked for Disney, was another of
Lewis's mentors. 

    Arriving back in the Land of Enchantment in 1981, Lewis got
serious about his work ---- establishing his studio, Crystal
Mythology, which was shortened to Crystal Myths in order to
save money on business cards. "Fifteen years later “crystal
meth” came along and I got all these calls from people thinking
I was running a drug lab," Lewis jokes.

    In the Crystal Myths gallery you’ll find everything from goblets
and vases to birds and dinosaurs. The fantasy realm is where he
draws much of his inspiration. 

    Being from New Mexico, it is only fitting that Lewis is also
known for glass sculptures of Native American ceremonial
dancers. The intricately costumed pieces have not only become
prized additions to private collections, but also given as official
presentations from the state of New Mexico to visiting digni-
taries such as King Juan Carlos of Spain, blues legend Bo
Diddley, and Presidents George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton.

continued on page 91

continued Glass Blower
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    But with a location far off the beaten path of the retail district,
selection alone isn’t enough. It’s about service and salesman-
ship—and of course, saleswomanship—a delicate balance in 
the fringe world where smoking culture and intimate pleasures
converge. 

    “You have to pace your customer,” Jackie explains. “If they
walk in with glasses and a hoodie and their arms crossed, they
obviously don't want to talk to you yet. They may not want to talk
at all. But inevitably, they walk around, they let their guard down
a little, they get comfortable.” 

    Once they’re comfortable, “It's like selling a car or anything
else, really,” Jackie says. “What's the purpose? Where are you
going? You build upon that. If it's a guy, maybe you could lean 
forward, 'This is going to be a fantastic night. This is going to be a
long night. You might want to consider lubricant to make sure
everyone has more fun. Oh, that's not her issue? That's fine.
Maybe you want to make it flavorful or warming. Something 
different. Then you throw out analogies. Something that all 
people understand. Like, ‘Chicken is good, but let's add some hot
sauce,’ and they're like, 'Haha!' 

“Once they laugh, they're yours.”  v
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continued Glass Blower

Lewis has also shared his talents with the cannabis community.
He's made everything from small one-hitters to elaborate rigs. He's
collaborated with many well-known pipe makers including Eric
Anders, Dan Benway and Jonathan Castillo. Along with showing 
at Glass Vegas, and serving as a judge for their glass blowing 
competitions, Lewis has also competed in the CHAMPS Glass Games.

    From Lewis's torch comes pipes in the forms of dragons, wizards
and scorpions. He also has a production line of illuminati carb 
cabs topped with tiny sculptures of cartoon characters. Lewis is a
character in his own right ---- easily recognized by his long hair,
bushy mustache and vintage top hat.

    If you've even watched Lewis work, you'll realize that “old school”
applies to his methods as well as his style. 

    The biggest benefit of going old school, Lewis says, is that it takes
less time to complete each piece than having to stop and weld 
individual sections. "Prep is for pussies," he says. That’s why he’s
been able to fill his gallery with more than 100 thousand unique
pieces and still find time to share his knowledge with the next 
generation of glass artists.

    “I still get a big thrill when I finish each piece,” Lewis says. “I truly
love what I do, and I get just as big of a rush teaching other people
to do the same.”  v

Lewis C. Wilson
Albuquerque, New Mexico #lewiscwilson
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Empire Glass Honeypot Handpipe
Empireglassworks.com • info@empireglassworks.com • 714.455.2906

    They started out making glass figurines for Disney and Hallmark. In 2013, they turned
their attention to handmade glass smoking accessories. Thank the boro gods they did. In
the world of American glass, the price/value ratio doesn't get much better than that reflected
in the creations offered by Empire Glass, who have very adeptly employed their time-tested
streamlined production model to push the ceiling on quality while keeping the lid on cost.  

The Road Runner by Home Blown Glass
www.slidersystem.com • www.youtube.com/user/HomeblownGlassVideos
facebook.com/Home-Blown- Glass-161394361172  •  IG: homeblownglassaz
Homeblownglass@gmail.com  •  480.835.1042

    From those crazy hippies at Home Blown Glass comes the Roadrunner, a handmade
glass nectar straw that is as stylishly simple as it is functional. Like with any nectar straw,
simply warm to prevent thermal shock, heat to color change, and slurp away. Unlike any
nectar straw, however, the Roadrunner boasts the signature sculpture styling that has made
Home Blown famous, as well as a donut diffuser that ensures silky-smooth hits every time. 

Lighterbro
Lighterbro.com • Sales@LighterBro.com • 805.880.0070

     Bring a bro to the party that won’t annoy your friends with ironic acoustic hip hop covers.
Bring the LighterBro, the accessory that turns any standard lighter into a Swiss Army Knife for
tokers. The 420-alloy stainless steel body slides right over any standard Bic and comes equipped
with a blunt-splitting razor knife, a pair of trimming scissors, a poker/dabber, and a bottle opener
so you can use your ‘Bro to open a brew. 

MIT 45
385.235.6683 • www.mit45.com • Sales@MIT45.com • facebook.com/Getmit45

    There are very few kratom extracts on the market that have ever managed to emerge with
the hellfire fury that MIT conjured upon its release. Described by one shop owner as "rocket
fuel," MIT hit the industry at full throttle, with many stores reporting sales of up to 120 units
in its first week on their shelves. If kratom is a hot seller in your town, this 45% mitragynine
tincture might just burn it down (figuratively.)

Shhmokewear Survival Wrist Hookah Pro
www.shhmokewear.com • www.shhmokewear.com • will@shhmokewear.com
facebook.com/shhmokewear  •  IG: @shhmokewear_industries"

    Got a friend who’s equal parts Bear Grylls and Willie Nelson on your Christmas list?
Return that gift card and pick up the Survival Wrist Hookah Pro from Shhmokewear. The
original purveyors of the hand-woven hemp bracelet pipe have expanded their arsenal with
an incredibly useful survival unit that includes a compass, 8-10 feet of paracord, a whistle,
a flint and scraper combo, and of course, a fully functional smoking device that enables a
low-profile toke session in any situation. 





      

    z

z

Omni-Q Mega Quartz Banger
Santacruzshredder.com  •  1.800.559.9162  •  gary@santacruzshredder.com
facebook.com/santacruzshredder • IG: @santacruzshredder"

    "In 2018, nails pair with hammers; bangers, with rigs—and the discerning toker will pay top
dollar for quality. Take the Omni-Q Mega banger from Santa Cruz Shredders, whose $200 price
tag barely draws a blink from consumers. Comprised of 99.99% pure Quartz, the American-
made Omni-Q Mega features a 26mm main dish with a 15mm inside dish, 2mm thick sidewalls,
3mm thick bottom pad, a polished joint, and a beveled top lip for the perfect seal. "

The Genius Taster V.2
Geniuspipe.com • IG @genius_pipe • facebook.com/geniuspipe
steve@geniuspipe.com • 888.606.5343

    What’s better than a cough-free smoking experience? How about a cough-free dabbing
experience? Did we mention it fits in your pocket? We’re talking about the Genius Taster V.2,
the new and improved dab nail specially made to lock into the Evolution slider of the now-
classic Genius Pipe. Each unit is machined from solid Titanium II material, hand-polished,
cleaned with medical ultrasound equipment and individually numbered. The Genius Taster
V.2; it’s the Genius way to dab.

The Magic Flight
858-245-6720 • Quinn@magic-flight.com • Magic-Flight.com
www.facebook.com/magicflight

    Every day, there’s a new handheld herbal vaping device guaranteed to be pinnacle of
high-tech innovation. Yet, somehow, a wooden box powered only by an AA battery has
managed to outlive almost all of them. What exactly is the Magic behind the Magic Flight? Is
it the simple design, the rustic aesthetic, the made-in-USA label, the lifetime warranty, the
smorgasbord of upgrades, the super-reasonable price tag, or the Earth-friendly ethos of the
manufacturer? Yes. 

The Hydrology9 by Cloudius9
www.gnln.com • wholesale@gnln.com • 877.292.7660 • www.facebook.com/gnlnws

    Vapor and water filtration. It’s a match made in heaven, like peanut butter and jelly or
Harry and Sally. It’s also the Hydrology9’s primary appeal—but that’s only the beginning. The
space craft aluminum/borosilicate hybrid suffers no shortage of bells or whistles. Precision
temperature control, LED light-indication and a patent-pending even heat distribution system
are but a few of the unit’s more-than impressive offerings, yet somehow the unit still rings in
under the competition at only $250.

OTTO™ by Banana Bros.
www.gnln.com• wholesale@gnln.com • 877.292.7660 • www.facebook.com/gnlnws

    First, there were automatically flushing urinals. Then there were self-driving cars. Now,
there’s the OTTO™, the new gadget from Banana Bros dubbed as “the world’s first automatic
smart rolling machine.” It’s an all-in-one tool that uses patented “smart grinding” technology
to perfectly grind your favorite herbs and automatically fill up to 30 cones on one charge. So
easy to use, it’s virtually idiot-proof, the OTTO™ is the best indicator of human obsolescence
since self-checkout kiosks.

Kung Fu Vapes Pocket Rig 3.0
Kungfuvapes@gmail.com • 818.568.2401 • www.kungfuvapes.com
www.facebook.com/kungfuvapes

    The Pocket Rig 3.0 from Kung Fu Vapes is a 35w nano box designed with medicated
cartridges in mind, disposable or reusable. The box is equipped to not only power the
atomizer, but also to heat the cartridge externally, thereby ‘unlocking’ it to optimize every
draw. Speaking of draws, the one on this unit clocks in at 15 seconds, while the battery is
said to last up to two weeks on one charge. Hot. Damn.
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Puffco Peak
www.puffco.com • wholesale@puffco.com • facebook.com/ChoosePuffco
Twitter: @ChoosePuffco • IG: @puffco

    The Puffco Peak is yet another massive leap forward in smart dabbing technology. 
The hybrid of hand-blown glass and cutting-edge electronics is a marvel of stoner innovation
with intelligent temperature calibration, four unique user settings, a 20-second heating time,
‘sesh mode’ functionality, and an LED light band indicator. Best of all, though is the haptic
feedback feature which keeps you locked into the device’s performance almost intuitively
for continually delicious hits. Taste. Every. Terpene.

TobaccoMaster
www.originaltobaccomaster.com • 410.725.0620 • info@tammyscoolthings.com

    Born in the Summer of Love (1967), born again in the summer of 2018. No, the
TobaccoMaster didn’t find Jesus; the company just experienced an explosive resurgence in
popularity this past summer—and with good reason. After 51 years and counting, every unit
is still made from the same proprietary mold of heavy duty, hand-spun acrylic and every inch
of it, all the way down to the brass hardware, is made right here in the USA.

Arizer Solo II
www.arizer.com • sales@arizer.com • IG: @arizertech

    Adjustable auto shut-off feature to save power. Adjustable power-on delay to avoid
accidental pocket activation. LED screen with adjustable brightness. Three-hour battery life
per charge. Glass chamber. Precision temperature control, down to the degree, Celsius or
Fahrenheit. Insanely satisfying hits with a gapingly wide flavor spectrum. Five-foot charging
cable. Luxury. Luxury. Luxury. Practically every major reviewer is hailing Arizer’s Solo II as one
of the top portable vaporizers of the year. We’re not surprised. 

Timberado Peace Pipes
970.319.9700 • Sales@timberado.com • timberado.com
facebook.com/TimberadoInc  •  IG: @Timberado

    The Timberado Peace Pipe is a handcrafted tribute to the simpler times of bygone centuries
when the human inhabitants of the continent lived in equilibrium with nature and the tobacco
they smoked help them tune in rather than tune out. Each pipe is made from the most
beautiful varieties of wood, stones and gems from around the world, combined with hand-
cast pewter, gold and silver, with the added perk of a removable glass lining for easy cleaning.

Dr. Dabber SWITCH
www.gnln.com• wholesale@gnln.com • 877.292.7660 • www.facebook.com/gnlnws

    The SWITCH by Dr. Dabber is the first unit on the market to utilize heat induction technology
for a smooth, consistent draw. As its name suggests, the unit can be used for either flower
or concentrate. Each of the two functions has an impressively wide range, with 25 precision-
dialed temperature levels a piece. Other features include self-cleaning, pass-through power,
and up to 150 tokes per charge. It pays to get that degree. Take that, Mr. Pibb.

Eyce Silicone Cleaner
800.980.EYCE(3923) • charles@eycemolds.com • eycemolds.com
www.facebook.com/EyceMolds  •  IG: @eycemolds

    Eyce’s new Silicon Cleaner is a plant-based, nontoxic solution designed specifically for
removing the sticky icky from your silicone pipe without any alcohol. There are no dyes,
fragrances or paragons; just a strategic concoction of plant-derived essential oils that will lift
and absorb the stubbornest of residue without ruining your silicone. No silicone? No problem.
Eyce Silicon Cleaner works on glass, wood, or any other material that’s used to burn and
inhale the good herb. 
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Amber Rose KandyPens
www.gnln.com • wholesale@gnln.com • 877.292.7660 • www.facebook.com/gnlnws

    Model, actress and recording artist, Amber Rose has combined her star power with the
magic of KandyPens to launch a line of herbal concentrate vapes that is equal parts glamor
and functionality. Each elegantly designed unit comes standard with three premium chambers
and is equipped with a Kandypens logo button that switches the pen on and off, toggles
between four temperature settings and engages “Sesh Mode,” for 10 seconds of continuous
vaping. 

MZ12X
www.MZ12X.com • 410.919.9169 • @4ninjasoho

    MZ12X is an organic, non-toxic, virtually non-combustible di-methyl ether solvent that,
when used properly, produces full spectrum extractions that taste and smell almost as
sumptuous as the original flower. It has an evaporation rate of 100%, boasts 2.5x the
efficiency of butane and best of all, it’s free of residues and heavy metals. Memorize and
repeat: Butane is for refilling lighters. MZ12X is for herbal extraction. Ditch that butane and
taste the spectrum!

The Bottle Bong
IG: @bottlebonghits • www.thebottlebong.com

    Question: What’s super-affordable, makes use of discarded plastic and provides 
water-filtered smoke in a pinch? Answer: The Bottle Bong! Simply screw this bad boy onto
any standard sized water bottle and you have an instant, um . . . waterpipe. The Bottle Bong
consists of a plastic mouthpiece/connector that’s threaded to fit any standard plastic bottle
and a glass slide/downstem combo that drops handily into the bottle for a perfect seal. 
Five colors available.

The Hydra by Cali Crusher
Calicrusher.com • info@calicrusher.com • 512.909.6209 • IG: Calicrushergrinders •
FB: Cali Crusher

    It’s a bubbler. It’s a spoon. It’s a one-hitter. It’s the frikin Robocop of smoking devices—if
Robocop was also a Transformer. The new Hydra from Cali Crusher is a glass bubbler
reinforced with an aircraft aluminum/polycarbonate exoskeleton that makes it virtually
unbreakable. It’s also modular—meaning it can be broken down into components—utilizing
patented quick-lock technology to transform into a spoon, or even a one-hitter with just a few
twists and clicks.  

Higher Standards Premium Glass Filter Tips
www.gnln.com • wholesale@gnln.com • 877.292.7660

    Glass filter tips have been around for a hot minute, but seldom ever have they been so
well designed or so highly marketable.  From the flanged grip, to the three-point pinch system
that mellows the smoke, every aspect of these medical grade borosilicate tips was deliberately
conceived and executed for a smooth, refined smoking experience. American made, easy to
clean, and tastefully branded, these bad boys should be an easy upsell at any register. 

MONQ Therapeutic Air
www.gnln.com • wholesale@gnln.com • 877.292.7660

    Let’s make one thing clear: the MONQ Therapeutic Air diffusers are not e-cigs. They’re
aromatherapy delivery systems that merge new technology with ancient wisdom to bring the
healing power of plant essential oils to a new millennium. To use, simply put the open end
to your lips and pull using the same technique you would with a straw. When your mouth is
full of vapor, exhale through your nose.  Give your lungs a break. 
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Swine Army Original Hemp Multi-tool
828.505.7053 • swinearmy@gmail.com • legalizepotbellypigs.com • swinearmy.com

    The Swine Army Multi-tool is an environmentally conscious, hand-made smoker’s wallet that’s
stocked with all the essentials necessary to light up wherever you are, whenever you want. Every
unit includes a refillable Clipper lighter, a 12mm borosilicate one-hitter, a pack of Pure Hemp
papers, a poker, three feet of Bee Line hemp wick, and an attached VSyndicate grinder card with
a “pincher” for hand rolled smokes. Free the pig. Free the smoke. Free your mind.

Mystic Timbers
Thewares offered byMystic Timbers aremore than just another line of smoking accessories;

they’re heirlooms, ones that are saturated with the love of an artisan and pulsating with the
vibrance of the forest. Whether dab tool or smoking wand, every unit that bears the Mystic
Timber name is handcrafted from the finest selections of chemical free, tropical hardwood,
polished off with a clear wax finish and ergonomically designed to rest comfortably in your hand.

JUUL
There are endless reasons and explanations for why the JUUL has come to dominate the

e-cig market with such devastating authority. The most important, though, is that its developers
understood what no one else could: smokers looking to quit don’t want to be bothered with
ohms, watts or circuitry. They want satisfaction combined with the simplicity of tearing open
the cellophane and lighting up a stray. Mod boxes are for hobbyists. The JUUL is for quitters.

Extreme Q by Arizer
www.arizer.com • sales@arizer.com • IG: @arizertech

    Yes, your portable vaporizer is amazing—for a portable vaporizer. But until the next stage
of battery evolution, that pocket rocket of yours still won’t match the juice you can pull from
a wall. That’s ok. Arizer’s Extreme Q is here. With a digital display, the widest precision
temperature control range on the market, a remote control, and a choice between bag or
whip, the Extreme Q has made the classic desktop vaporizer relevant again. 

Mighty Vaporizer
america@storz-bickel.com • www.storz-bickel.com • 510.451.1553 •
facebook.com/Volcano.Vaporizer

    What happens when the makers of the Volcano set their sites on the portable market? Well,
according to Vaporizersdircet.com, you get the best portable design of the year. The Mighty
lives up to its name as a mighty fine unit, with a patented hybrid conduction/convection system
that generates thick, delicious plumes of vapor, a two-hour continuous use battery life, 
pass-through charging, a digital display, and a grated body that effectively cools down the unit.

Ziip
Wholesale.ziiplabs.com • 844.Ziip • Labcontact@ziiplab.com

    Flat-out honesty: the Ziip is here because the JUUL is here. Thanks to the JUUL, Pod
systems are now all the rage with more popping up every day. The Ziip’s appeal is simple. Its
pods are completely interchangeable with those of the JUUL, meaning when the behemoth
of a vape company runs out or fails to get you stocked, the Ziip’s line can pull you out of the
hotseat with your customers.

Hydra Typhon Charging Case
Info@hydravaportech.com • hydravaportech.com • facebook.com/hydravaportech •
IG: @hydravaportech  •  Twitter: @hydravaportech

    If you carry the JUUL, the Hydra Typhon Charging Case is a must. Hell, even if you don’t
carry the JUUL, it could be a great way to cash in. The Hydra Typhon Charging case is a
carrying case and battery pack in one, offering triple the power of the JUUL battery, a charging
port with a standard USB connection and a flawless magnetic repulsion/retraction mechanism
that makes opening and closing an act of frictionless ease.   v
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Times like these, you need a funny person
who understands politics. W. Kamau Bell
has honed his witty, managed outrage at

the world around him into a consistently hilar-
ious brand. Like any comedian who focuses on
cultural material, in his early years he battled
to find the right mix of commentary and humor,
but things started to turn around with his one-
man show The W. Kamau Bell Curve: Ending
Racism in About an Hour. As Bell told the A.V.
Club in 2012, "You can't ask people to come
out to see you do an hour of just you talking
about race, unless you're famous." So he wrote
the show as if he was famous. It was a hit in
San Francisco, and it would eventually lead to
his weekly-then-daily-then-sadly-cancelled TV
show for FX, Totally Biased.

You haven't always identified as a
political comedian, but that label
has kind of been put on you lately, has
it not?

It's certainly become more purposeful over
the years, but at first, I was just talking about
my perspective. If you put me on a show with
other political comics, I will look somewhat
different, because I'm not talking about the
players. I'm talking about identity politics or
sociopolitical politics. As you get older in life, I
have a daughter, you start having a different
investment in the world, and the world sticking
around and going down the right path. But I
still try to be funny. If it's not funny, it's just a
really poorly put together speech.

Are you trying to say that taking care
of another human being makes you
care about the world?

Yes! [laughs] I am ready to make this bold
statement, yes. When you're responsible for
another human being, you care about the world.
I mean, you don't have to. There's the option of
being a bad parent. Every day I'm invited by my
circumstances to be a bad parent, I just try not
to choose that option. Being a bad parent is
way easier, I think. You get a lot more sleep and
you still get to hang out with your friends.

Before Chris Rock approached you
about making a show, did you have
any desire to be on television?

Well, yeah. I was working to get on TV like
every professional comic in the country. You
might not be on the path to get on TV, but you
want to get on TV. I would submit sets to late-
night talk shows, but they would think it was
too political, too topical. And I was like, "Well,
that's kinda what I do." I never really invested
in rewriting what I was doing, so I tried to pursue
my own direction. So when Chris came to me
with the opportunity, I was shocked by it, but it
was also something I wanted to do.

You've said on your show that the
Internet ruins everything. You were
joking, but do you feel like it does
more harm than good sometimes?

It depends on how you measure good and
bad things. Lindy [West, who debated Jim
Norton] getting all those negative comments is
horrible, but thank god the guy released the
Steubenville video, because those guys got
caught. There's the Twitter that helped create
Arab Spring, but there's also the Twitter that's
has #EightWaysToPunchAWoman as a trending
hashtag. You could fix it without getting rid of
it. I feel like, right now, with the Internet, we're
like the caveman who just discovered fire and
are like, "Man, this fire's great!" and they jut
keep burning themselves with it. I think in 50
years people will look back on how we use the
Internet, and will be like, "Ah, they didn't know
what they were doing." That's my hope, anyway.

Outside of your professional life,
what's the funniest thing you've expe-
rienced this week?

I live on the Upper West Side of New York,
which is a fairly nice neighborhood, and I was
in a bakery with my daughter getting her a
cookie that she shouldn't have had, but her
mom's out of town so what are you gonna do
about it? And I heard a white woman say to her
9-year-old son, "It's pronounced crah-sahn, not
crussant! It's French!" And I was like, "Man, this
is not the neighborhood I used to live in!"
[laughs] Bad things haven't happened to you in
a very long time if you're getting mad at your
son about that. You are living the best life ever
if you're willing to go, "Hey, wait a minute, we
gotta stop here."  v
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